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Some random thoughts and comments...

Clearing
the Air!
by Dave Daruszka
President ASIFA/Central

I must apologize for the delay in the newsletter. Our small group of ASIFA volunteers had a
very busy summer and were unable to produce the summer issue. I hope we make up for it
with this Issue. Not only were we unable to get out a newsletter, we were unable to muster
the energy to put on our annual barbeque for the first time in memory. Maybe I really
have been telling the truth when I stress the importance of more members getting involved
with running the organization. I leave the final assesment up to you.

The bad news is we had a great tour of Editel but hardly anyone showed up. The good news
is that we will have more of these types of programs in the near future to let you attone for
your sins.

To our out-of-town members... Most of ASIFA Central’s activities focus in Chicago, and it is
difficult to provide you with many of the services available to our local members. At best
you get a quarterly newsletter, and not much else. If this is a problem perhaps you should
consider membership In one of the more active chapters, or correspondence membership in
the International. Some of you have requested your dues returned, and they will be if you
so choose. Perhaps you would consider starting a satellite chapter of Central where you
are. Send the International dues and a small fee to cover the newsletter to us, you keep the
rest to have programs. I mention this because I am concerned about the well-being and
happiness of all our members
and would like to keep you as members of Central.
Chicago has become pretty depressing in terms of the business of animation recently. I hear
people complain about lack of work and a general atmosphere of paranoia towards one’s
peers. I am told that there a really cities where animators talk to each other even if they
don’t work on the same project. Not only that, they seem fearless of anyone stealing their
clients or ideas because they actually talk about their. Chicago could be like that too. Try
ASIFA, that tiny little organization with a big name that provides relief fast... fast... fast!

Where do all of the people at the animation screenings in Chicago come from, and why don’t
any of them belong to ASIFA? I personally think that they are culturally disadvantaged in
dividuals who are bussed in from the suburbs.

E

Before the Tournee of Animation at the Music Box there was the same kind of animation at
ASIFA Central screenings, and most of those were free.

Did you catch the wonderful dream sequence on "Moonlighting” animated by Will Vinton?
Bravo to the producers for their adventurous spirit.
Kudos to Monica Kendal] and Ed Neumann for their work on network television.

Would all the animators in Chicago stand up and give themselves a hand, you have guts to
practice your trade in this town. How’ many of you call yourselves animators and practice
another trade to survive?

Don’t you find it odd that in a city that has such a large concentration of advertising agencies
there Is such a dearth of work for local animation producers? (And I don’t mean post
production houses)

I think that Pee Wee’s Playhouse Is the greatest thing since sliced bread.
To those individuals who arrange tours for international animators and the ASIFA Festival
reels: Did you forget about Chicago? Did you know that the Film Center is not the only
venue In town. If they don’t want it, why bypass us? You should be aware that when ar
ranging bookings with organizations that aren’t named ASIFA we probably won’t find out
about the program until It Is to late to help promote it. Make it easy on all of us and give us
a call, we are more than happy to help out.

I don’t think that there really is an ASIFA International. Its a computer that churns out end
less minutes of meetings that never took place on issues that don’t mean anything anyways.

I probably couldn’t identify most of our members on sight. I always see the same faces at our
programs. Perhaps you could send me a small wallet size photo of yourself so I can recog
nize you in case you ever do decide to show up.

Mike Riley's
Report on
The LA
Animation
Festival

AUGUST 19a7/COMPUTEn GRAPHICS TODAY

Computer animation
develops character
by Beth Anderton
Lot Angelet Bureau

NATIONAL

Canadian filmmaker Frederic Back was the big winner
wi-„
at the Second
Los Angles International Animation Celebration
thirty minute film, Tuc
-to?h the:UOraf:l
Prize and first place
in
the
15-30
min
._!■
“xn category. Unfortunatly
this stunning masterpi<
lece has not been translated into English
yet, and was screened
;v» w:
with the original French narration.

Billed as America’s only major international animationi festival
and presented in cooperation with ASIFA/I
ASIFA/Hollywood , thisi event was
held during eight days in
In the middle of July at the
1
Nuart
Theatre.
The festival could be divided into three sections: 1)Films
competition, 2)Tributes, and 3)Feature films.

in

Over four
1
hundred films from 32 different countries were entered
in coi
impetition. Eight different programs of films gave almost
every film entered a chance to be screened.
The winners in each
categc
lory are listed below.

Tributes to Norman McLaren, Milt Kahl
Lantz,
and Ralph Bakshi consisted
interviews.

Bruno Bozzetto,
Walter
film screeninjigs and

As computer-aided animation
gains technological ground at a
breathtaking pace, major issues
are emerging concerning final out
put quality and the warmth or per
sonality of animated characters.
What gives successful exhibit
pieces such as Pixar’s “Luxo, Jr.”
and “Red’s Dream” such impact is
that both reels feature anthropo
morphized objects (a family of desk
lamps in the first, a dreaming uni
cycle in the second) with personali
ty. Other companies, such as Pacif
ic Data Images (Sunnyvale, Calif.)
and Cranston/Csuri (Columbus,
Ohio), are also exerting RAD ef
forts to develop computer anima
tion techniques that lend them
selves to storytelling. And Allied
Visual Artists (Hollywood) is try
ing to establish a method that uses
both hand and computer tech
niques.
Rendering speed, resolution and
cost are only a few of the items
which must be dealt with. More im
portant, the environment and
method of the classical animator
has yet to be properly duplicated in
the computer studio. Nevertheless,
instilling authentic, lifelike move
ment and personality in characters
powered by silicon is an intriguing
challenge for a large cross-section
of animators.
Technological gap

Feature films from America '(Brave Little Toastei
;er,Coonskin), Japan
(Robotech:The Movie,Laputa::The Castle in the Sky), New Zealand
(Footrot Flats), Hungary (Cat City), and Cuba (Vampires
(Vampires
in
Havana) were usually shown later ini the
te evening.
--- J

on Great Britain’si Channel Four Animation,
Special programs
]
Hungary* si Pannonia Studio Animation, end New Age TV Animation
gave indications of where the new fr<•ontiers of animation are
going.

Much Disney-style narrative an
imation is at most computerassisted. However, characters pro
duced in the classic fashion can be
inserted into computer-generated
backgrounds, providing a compro
mise between hand and computergenerated animation.

Chicago was represented by two films in the Childrens category,
Briar Rose,the Sleeping Beauty
Beaut: (Lillian Somersaulter-Moats ) and
How the Elephant Got His Trunk
Tri
(Ed Newnan). Former Chicagoan
Gavrillo Gnatovich received the American Independent Animator
Award of $1000 given by Paul Bartel for the film Lazar.

Congratulations on a job well done go to Tei•rry Thoren who almost
singlehandedly put this festival together. Hopefully the THIRD
festival will Ibe even more successful.

Category

Title(Country)

FiImmaker

Grand Prize

Man Who Planted Trees
(Canada)

Frederic Back

Bill Plympton

Commercial,1 st Big Man (USA)
2nd Eyes on the Prize (USA)

Bob Kurtz
Steve Linden

1st Frog and Toad Together (USA)
,ng Bone (USA)
2nd Amazinj
;tia (Canada)
2nd Lucret.

John Matthews
Michael Sporn
Heidi Blomkvii

Less than
5 mins

1st 78 Tours(Switzerland)
1st Drawing on My Mind (USA)
2nd Augusta Degaszt (Hungary)

George Schwizgebel

5-15 min

1st The Characters (Netherlands )
2nd Break! (Soviet Union)

Evert de Beijer
Garri Bardin

15-30 min

over 30
mins

>t Flats (New Zealand)
1st Footrot
Little Toaster (USA)
2nd Brave L.
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Bob Kurtz
Csaba Varga

1st Man Who Planted Trees (Canada)Frederic Back
Jacques Drouin &
2nd Nightangel (Canada)
Bretislav Pojar
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Fabio Ligmin

First work,1st When the Bats are Quiet
(Brazil)
2nd Your Face (USA)
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But a technological gap still sep
arates classical character anima
tion from that which is computergenerated, said Greg Maurice,
president of Allied Visual Artists
(Hollywood). Maurice has been a
character animator since his high
school days and has observed
evolution of the industry.
Despite his history with hand
imation, Maurice is drawing
computer into his art. Recently
Kurt Wiley, an artist with much
experience in video and audio engi
neering (and a love of classical
character animation) has joined
Maurice at Allied Visual Artists.
Together, as with many collabora
tors, they are working to bridge the
gap and bring the technology in
this highly specialized area
animation.
“Classical animators have al
ie with
wiLi
ways been very comfortable
lution,
film because of its high resolutio
icwbion
distinct color and projectic
capabilities,” Maurice said. ‘“Computers are restricted right now to
low-resolution. Generally you are
confined by the resolution of a TV
set. HDTV will change all that. B
CPUs have to be faster. If you i
crease the resolution from 512
8,000, that's a great deal more
information."
Computers would be more at
tractive to animators, said Wiley, if
animators could go directly from
film to film without having to go
through videotape. If a graphics
system can be developed with the
resolution of the current processors
which use multi-step optical print
ers and mattes — and the inter
faces are accessible — then film
people will be able to process all the
information in the computer, all
via film. This would allow seamless
mattes, to juxtapose hand-drawn
animation with film footage and
other techniques.
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P.S. “Mike Riley is back in town“

HIROSHIMA W
.__ . international animation festival in Hiroshima, Japan, took place from August 21 to 26, 1987. It was
a perfect festival from every point of view. Selection, presentation, audience participation, screening ac
ities* promotion, hospitality, and Judging, were all of the highest possible quality. It did justic
art of animation, to the organizers and to the public who filled the cinema seating 2,000 people for e ry
performance and there were four performances a day for the six days of the festival.

The content of the films revealed three specific developments in the following areas:
1.
2.

3.

It helped to establish a demand for high quality, adult animation.
ight closer together practicing animators and those who work in computer
juter graphics
j
studios. It was
It brouj
jm the Japanese, the American and
a pract::ical progress report on computer graphics. Examples were shown from
jropean studios. There was a penetrating discussion about the relationship between traditional animathe Eui
ind its future with computer animation, specifying its role in the 21st century.
tion ar

It widened the workshop activities, especially in Japan, for children to do their own films and the idea
for adopting film tuition in junior high schools as school curriculum was also discussed with educationalists
attending the festival and supporting the idea.

It is possible that the festival will have a wide-reaching affect in Japan where support for high quality
adult animation has been needed.
The jury consisted of Yuri Norstein, Nicole Salomon, Paul Driessen, Te Wei and Bruno Bozzecto. The chairman of
the jury was Osamu Tezuka, the well-known Japanese director.
The announceaent of the awards was in the presence of Takeshi Araki, the mayor of Hiroshima City which gave the
occasion a sense of dignity. Here is a short list of the awards:

GRAND PRIX 500,000 yen
THE MAN WHO WAS PLANTING TREES (Canada)
Frederic Back

HIROSHIMA PRIZE 500,000
JUU.I
yen
DREAMLESS SLEEP (UK)
David Anderson
DEBUT PRIZE 200,000 yen
THE SILENCE OF THE BATS (Brazil)
Fabio Lignini

SPECIAL PRIZE (Strong Impression & Atmosphere)
OPERA INDUSTRIEL (USA)
Adam Chin & Richard Cohen

First and Second Place Prizes were awarded for the following:

Category A
Category B

1st
2nd
1st
2nd

Category C
Category D
Category E
Category F

2nd
1st
2nd
1st
2nd
1st
2nd

BIG MAN,, Bob Kurtz (USA)
CUBE, Haiiru Fukushima (Japan)
YOUR FACE,I, Bill Plympton (USA)
SOLITAIRE':’S SANCTUARY, Karen Kiser (USA)
STRAWMAN, Hu Jinqing ■(China)
ILD, Csaba Varga (Hungai
AUGUSTA FEEDS HER CHILD,
(Hungary)
EVERY DOG’S GUIDE TO COMPLETE HOME SAFETY, Les Drew (Canada)
SUPERSOAP, A DA/Ma Kexuan (China)
LUXO JR, John Lasaeter/Williaa Reeves (USA)
SET IN MOTION, Jane Aaron (USA)
THE WIND, Csaba Varga (Hungary0
ROPEDANCER, Ralmund Kru=e (Frg)

ASIFA SPECIAL AWARD HIROSHIMA *87
The Executive Board of ASIFA-Internatlonal Animated Film Association has unanimously agreed co present the ASIFA
Special Award to:
KAREL ZEMAN
ASIFA celebrates Karel Zeman, the nan who could work miracles; he brought
intelligence and imagination to the world of film so that through his eyes
others could see the marvels of Jules Verne and the fantasies of Baron
Munchausen. IHis skill as a film animator and director enables him to create
the most ingei
jenlous storytelling devices. For all those wonderful achievements
we honor him.
A further attraction of Che festival was the large Chinese attendance. Nov grab your dial
diary for the neat yei
:ar!
The first ever Chinese film festival will be an animated international event in Shanghai
November 10-1L,
Shanghai from
1
1988. This
T
was announced by the Director of the Shanghai Animation Film Studio, Yan Dlng-xian and you are all
invited.

In a ispecial meeting> during the ASIFA board meetit
Ing Yan Ding-xi
dan outlined their plana for the featival next
Nov eml
iber and the boa:
ird expressed its support for this
l
festival. with great enthusiasm.

JOH N

HA LAS

Harvey Deneroff, animation historian and former editor of Graf-,
fiti magazine for ASIFA Hollywood, is proposing an Animation
Studies Conference for sometime in 1988. His plans include the
formation of a Society for Animation Studies which would be a
membership organization for animation scholars. He has
received numerous endorsments and sponsorships from groups
and inidviduals. Anyone interested in this worthy project should
contact Mr. Deneroff at 14830 Dickens St. #7, Sherman Oaks
CA91403-3632. (818)995-7179.

Character
Defining the format
“The producer must define his
presentation format," said Maurice.
When working with videotape, the
television producer encounters no
problem at 2,000-, 1,000- or 525line resolution. But, according to
Maurice, if the producer plans to
project rather than broadcast his,
video output isn't adequate.
“It’s really up to the manufactur
ers of computer graphics systems to
accommodate both formats,” said
Maurice. “They are. both viable,
and they are both big markets.”
Character animation plays host
to this conflict. The most famous
character animators (such as those
on Disney’s staff) were able to look
at a character on a piece of paper
and breathe life into iL Disney ani
mators took their characters well
beyond a collection of lines and geo
metric shapes. Characters created
in this way moved in real, human,
asymmetrical patterns, not in the
stiff, mechanical, repetitive linear
motions which are the earmark of
computer animation.
Maurice has worked diligently
animator drawto take existing
e
vithout the animator havings — witiu.
—ice everything — and
ing to re tree
ally colorize them while
electronicallj
maintainir
ing the animator’s line.

This last feature is critical. Al
though there are a number of sys
tems currently on the market that
handle animation drawings, many
of these have trouble preserving
the animator’s line. Film resolu
tion is necessary to preserve this
type of ultra-fine line. The problem
can be partially remedied in a lowend video system by using enough
gray scales per pixel, or bite per
pixel, to automatically soften the
line.
One solution is to get the line to
the point where it is solid black,
but, according to Wiley, the result
is a very harsh-looking image.
“What might alleviate thia is a
way that a pencil drawing can be
converted to color — a conversion
process that will maintain the rela
tionships between the original
shading in the lines and the shad
ing in the drawing.” he said.
What computers are doing right
now is to confront the problem after
the drawing is done.
Wiley said the layout artist is the
key person in the animation indus
try. and Maunce concurred. “He’s
probably the most articulate and
would have the tools of the trade at
his finger tips. The trick is to incor
porate the personality into the
wireframe stage."
About interfaces
Many existing computers — es
pecially 3-D computers — are ex
tremely difficult to use for person
ality animation, in part, because of
the user interface. This difficulty,
however, has not discouraged com
panies like Pacific Data Images
(Sunnyvale. Calif.) and Cranston/
Csuri (Columbus, Ohio) from ex
perimenting in this area. Cranston/Csuri is experimenting with
generating 3-D environments
mvirt
and
mixing cel animation,
ition. or 2-D char
acters, with those 3-D environ
ments for Saturday morning car
toon type productions.
James Kristoff, president of
Cranston/Csuri, said “Our thought
is not so much to replace the char
acters — although at some point I
think that there will be
3-D' characc'
____
ter animation done osiwell
v —but as
a start, to go with the
ie traditional
2-D characters and creat
ite 3-D environments that have aa different
look."
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NEWS YOU CAN USE
i f you have a membership that was due for renewal in June vou
■ mav have noticed the absence of a notice. All memberships will
n0w be due for renewal in January. This means if you are an
ASIFA Central member we must have your dues by no later
than January 1.1988. This change will help us to better manage
our treasury, make it easier for you to remember when to send
vour renewal, and has given some of you lucky devils a free six
months as an ASIFA member.

The Chicago Area Film and Video Network is laying the
Groundwork for a series of one-hour magazine format
programs. Each will require a variety of segments, includ
ing animation. Ten to fourteen producers/crews will be in
volved in the creation of the four 6-minute segements for
each topic. Contact the CAFVN at 276-8654 for more infor
mation.
This year’s Chicago Film Festival animation jury recently
completed the task of screening a variety of films from
diverse sources such as Hungary, England, Denmark and
the United States. Standout films included When the Wind
Blows and The Man Who Planted Trees. Chicago animator
and ASIFA Central member Jim Richardson produced a
standout student film entitled Cat and Rat. Jurists included
ASIFA Central members Chris Blake, Tom Cieselka, David
Daruszka, Mary Haynes and Mike Riley.
The awards were:

Gold Hugo - When the Wind Blows - England
Silver Hugos - Paradisia - USA
The Man Who Planted Trees - Canada

Gold Plaque - George and Rosemary - Canada
Silver Plaques -Dreamless Sleep - England
Lazar - USA
Certificates of Merit - Car and Rat - USA
Frakenstein Punk - Brazil
Rhapsody in Blue Jeans - Hungary
Giordano - Canada
Binky and Boo - England

... PEORLS
LiKe-Ate...

0^
Lv‘s
A promo for ASIFA Central recently appeared on public access
cable television in Chicago. The two-and-a-half minute story
appeared on FYI Chicago, a teletext magazine for nonprolit organizations on Channel 27. The one-hour magazine runs
hours a day for a month. The story will appear in future issues 01
the magazine. The all-volunteer production team includes
writers artists and musicians. ASIFA Central members play a
pan in the production of this creative experiment ini public iniormation. The background music features the work of Mary
Haynes. Keith Folk worked as an artist on the computer paintbox
system, used to create the magazine, as part of a special project
funded through the Chicago Office of Fine Arts. Keith desigi d
a boffo introduction to the magazine that appears each
Dave Daruszka administers the channel for the Chicago Access
Corporation. If you live in the City of Chicago, and have cable
TV, you can check out the action on Public Access Channe - •

Computer graphics
television special
The Computer Graphics Spe
cial, a 60-minute color program on
computer graphics and animation
by producers Geoffrey de Valois
and Donna Cohen (San Francisco),
begins airing nationally this
month on public television. Check
local listings for air times.

Don Venhaus/Pacific Data Images

FACTFILE No. 9 ANIMATION by Lucinda Travis and Jack Hannah.
Lises and Information on organizations, schools, suppliers |
of equipment and services, lists of festivals, distributors,
periodicals, and a bibliography and filmography.
American Film Institute, 2021 North Western Ave.,
Los Angeles, CA 90027
(213) 856-7600
GET ANIMATED! ANIMATION VIDEO DIRECTORY

~

This new directory gives descriptions and sources^
for over 1300 animated tapes and discs. The book M
includes special headings for key characters,
I
series, animators, and also gives info on hung
dreds of features and TV series and is cross|
referenced. $15.00.
books and magaFor a complete listing of GA!'
zines write:
GET ANIMATED 1
P.O.Box 1582
Burbank, CA 91507

FRAME by FRAME
Published quarterly by:
ASIFA Central
Midwest Chapter,
International Animated Film Association
7549 N. Oakley
Chicago, IL 60645
(312) 764-0776 (leave a message)
President: David Daruszka
Vice President: Keith Folk
Secretary: Mary Haynes
Treasurer: Marie Ccnkncr
Publicity Director: Tom Cleselka
Board of Directors:
Chris Blake
David Daruszka
Keith Folk
Mary Haynes
Mike Rielly
Contributors to this issue: David Daruszka,
Keith Folk. Chris Blake
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the art of the animated image,

an anthology edite. y
Charles Solomon that contains 10 articles covering
animation from Winsor McCay (by John Canemaker) to
articles
computer animation (by James Bl inn). Other
are on Fine Art Animation (Cecile Starr). Women Anima
tors (L. Rabinovitz), Beginnings of the Disney Multi
plane Camera (David Smith) plus articles on McLaren,
Walter Lantz, J. Stuart Blackton (Donald Crafton) etc.
96 pages, softbound. $9 from the A.F.I., 2021 North
.0
Western Ave., LA, CA 90027 (213) 856-76OO.
FACTFILE NO. 9 ANIMATION BY LUCINDA TRAVIS, AND JACK HANNAH, The 45 pages are full of lists
of information. There are sections on organizations (AS I FA chapters, etc.), schools teach
ing animation, suppliers of animation equipment and services, lists of festivals, distri
butors of animation, periodicals and a bibliography and filmography ( including films about
animation).
animat
ion) . Available from the A.F.I. P.O. Box 27999 or 2021 N.W. Ave. LA, CA 90027 (213)

fRawTMe BaV-S.K
II
£

856-7600.
ANIMATO* NO. 14 features a reply by Shamus Culhane to a negative review that appeared in
issue "13, Jeffrey Ventrella cn computer animation, a great survey and critical review of
books from 1920 to present that cover animation techniques (how-to books), a critical five
page review of EWOKS & DROIDS by someone close to the project that wished to be annonymous,
a tribute to Norman McLaren by Landmark’s Gary Meyer, news of the industry by John Cawley,
a review of a 1920's Fleischer video tape, SNOW WHITE: STILL THE FAIREST OF THEM ALL, some
tasteless gossip including an X rated Mickey Mouse joke and news of the Will Vinton/Bob
Gardiner rift, and reviews of recent animated TV shows, the features "Footrot Flats" and
"Chipmunk Adventure" and Sally Cruikshank's short FACE LIKE A FROG. A GREAT ISSUE AND ONLY
$2, or $10 a year from Mike Ventrella, P.O. Box 1240, Cambridge, MA 02238-1240 (checks i
■sis name only)

11 is free to ASIFA International members. The new issue includes tributes
to San Francisco visionary filmmaker Jordan Belson, ADA of China and Norman McLaren, plus
a history of animation inChina, other news items and letters.

anima filn no.

i is 60 pages of information. Most of
it (from page 14 to 60) covers programs at the 1987 LA
ANIMATION CELEBRATION (it is published by the producers of
the event). Articles cover New Age TV Animation, Superman
cartoons, the features shown at the festival (BRAVE LITTLE
TOSTER, CAT CITY, FOOTROT FLATS, COONSKIN, ROBOTECH, etc.),
information on the tributes to Bakshi, Bozzetto, Milt Kahl,
Lantz and McLaren, plus lists of films shown a review of the
new Winsor McCay book world and US news, etc. Single issues
are $3 and a 6 issue subscription is $15 from ANIMATION,
P.O. Box 25547, LA, CA 90025.

animation magazine no.

>

grants for projects that use the media as art forms.
Pat Amlin’s Mayan myth film was made with an NEA grant. Nov, 13 deadline. Applicant
must have substantial professional experience. (212) 682-5400. NEA Media Arts Pro
gram, Nancy Hanks Center, 1100 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20506.

national endogxznt for thz arts

TEACHERS wanted by computer arts institute. The school is growing and seeks more instructors
with computer graphics skills. Send resume to CAI, 5627F Paradise Dr., Corte Madera, CA
94925. The school also offers a PLACEMENT SERVICE. If you have experience send them a
resume.
SNOW WHITE IS BIG BOX OFFICE HIT, GARBAGE PAIL KIDS SAT AM SHOW UNDER
ATTACK FROM TV WATCHERS, "WHO FRAMED ROGER RABBIT* * BUDGET PASSES
530 MILLION
... are front page stories in the
August
issue off GET ANIMATED
Inside
the 10 page issue are articles on the voice actors'
UPDATE.
I

Character
Meanwhile, PDI is researching
and developing long-fonnat ani

mation. The company has pro
strike, a Gustaff Tenggren show in LA (SNOW WHITE S PICOCCHIO artist),
duced in-house a number of short
CHARLIE BROWN to be first prime time animated mini-series, BOZO
experimental pieces involving
computer-generated
character ani
MEETS THE PRESIDENT to be TV special for 1988, PEE-WEE wins several
mation.
Enrmys, LA Animation Celebration news and list of winners, a report
Rosendahl said that the results
of PDI's work would be completely
on Annecy, OLIVER AND THE DOGER (Disney) has cost over $10 million
different from Disney-quality ani
mation. “The types of things were
so far and is less than 70* completed, FLINTSTONES, TOP CAT and
working on will not only be differ
others have recently been released on video, news of Disney video
ent from the creative standpoint
but
the whole look of the piece will
releases, top selling tape reports, news of coming release
be completely different from the
(theatrical, TV and home video) etc. If you care about national
type of animation that people are
used to.”
animation news, subscribe to GET ANIMATED! $25 a year, P.O. Box
1582, Burbank, CA 91507.
ALIVE FROM OFF CENTER DEADLINE IS DEC. 3i. Seek works (after 1982) that fuse performance
art with technology for PBS series. KTCA-TV, 1640 Como Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 55108
(612) 646-4611.

i V.<^1R BROTHERS

'

all_starcartoons

-X' Friday, Saturday and Sunday
November 13,14, and 15
★★★★★

FACETS MULTUMEDBA CENTER
1517 W. FULLERTON, CHBCAGO

□□

The great Loony Tunes stars as animated by

Tex Avery, Chuck Jones and Bob Clampett.
Cartoons include three Academy Award winning shorts.

Show times:

jA.

Friday and Saturday 7 & 9 PM
Sunday 5:30 & 7:30 PM

□□

Admission:

$4.00
$3.00 Facets and ASIFA members with valid ID

* This projecc is
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Miegg [QtekSg Rabbstsg Pogs
...THAT TALK!
Bhtesjg© Bypporte Ammsfen
Don’t look naw-oBut, Chicago has its
own animation organisation, ASIFACsntral
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^C&NtRjAL a
7549 N. Oakley Chicago, IL

60645
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